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Crypto @ Fox-IT
We invent, create and manage cryptographic products for media and file
encryption, network security, domain separation, secure mobile
communications, and encryption key management.

Separate entity, 100% Dutch, owned by Fox-IT
Customers already demand quantum-proof solutions
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Quantum resilience efforts
Public-key encryption and key-establishment algorithms
▶ Encryption without face-to-face shared secret (PKI)
▶ Post-compromise security

Digital signature algorithms
▶ Digital signatures and authentication



How soon do we need to worry?

How long do you need encryption to be secure? (x years)
How much time will it take to re-tool the existing infrastructure with
large-scale quantum-safe solution? (y years)
How long will it take for a large-scale quantum computer to be built (or for
any other relevant advance)? (z years)
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Round 3 finalists
Public-key Encryption and Key-establishment Algorithms
▶ Classic McEliece, CRYSTALS-KYBER, NTRU, SABER
▶ BIKE, FrodoKEM, HQC, NTRU Prime, SIKE

Digital Signature Algorithms
▶ CRYSTALS-DILITHIUM, FALCON, Rainbow
▶ GeMSS, Picnic, SPHINCS+



OpenSSH



Cloudflare PQ experiments (August 2022)



The current state

Lots of algorithms
Lots of experiments
Quantum computers are still far away...



APTs and other (cryptographic) threats

Steal now, decrypt later
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APTs and other (cryptographic) threats

Steal now, decrypt later
Weak points in (custom) libraries, tools and protocols
▶ Timing and side-channel attacks

Using broken (post quantum) cryptographic algorithms.



APTs and other (cryptographic) threats



Future steps

We know the timelines (sort of)
We know the threats (mostly)
What can I do?



Canaries in the coal mine
Quantum-powered chemistry research
▶ Molecule design and viability simulation, simulating protein dynamics

(folding@home)

Quantum-powered models for pharmacy use cases
▶ ADME, toxicity predictions and safety simulations

Artificial intelligence and machine learning
▶ Quantum ML models
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What’s your risk?



What is this “Crypto Agility“ you speak of?
1. The ability of your tech-stack to switch to new cryptographic components

▶ Algorithms, protocols, implementations, security strength
▶ Platform compatibility, migrations, retirement of legaccy

2. The ability of your organisation to classify its data and assets
▶ Risk-based, value based, “treasure trove”



Open Quantum Safe
The ability of your tech-stack to switch to new cryptographic components

The Open Quantum Safe (OQS) project is an open-source project that aims to
support the development and prototyping of quantum-resistant cryptography.

https://openquantumsafe.org/

https://openquantumsafe.org/


HAPKIDO
The ability of your tech-stack to switch to new cryptographic components

Hybrid
Approach for
quantum-safe Public Key Infrastructure Development for
Organisations

An initiative to help (large) organisations migrate their (internal) PKI and
research how you could do certificate management with post quantum
algorithms.



Intelligence agencies
The ability of your organisation to classify its data and assets

AIVD, BSI, ANSSI, GHCQ, NSA



Intelligence agencies
The ability of your organisation to classify its data and assets

AIVD, BSI, ANSSI, GHCQ, NSA
Use long symmetric keys, research and use symmetric protocols, do not
rely on quantum key distribution alone. Determine how long data needs to
be safe. Protect that data accordingly.



Intelligence agencies
The ability of your organisation to classify its data and assets

AIVD, BSI, ANSSI, GHCQ, NSA
Start a data protection and asset classification program. Write a data
governance policy. Discuss data retention policies with your employer.
Mention the GDPR.



Are you crypto agile?

Find the shortest (ie RSA 1024) certificate in your organisation (and
replace it)
Scan your network for servers that accept TLS 1.0 connections (and
disable them)

Mention the word “upgrade” to a Websphere sysadmin
Suggest we “unflatten the network” to a network admin
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Experiment with PQC

Can you generate a quantum safe SSH keypair, and use it?
Can you submit a quantum safe CSR to Let’s Encrypt?
Can you join the Cloudflare PQC experiment with a (sub)domain?
Can you encrypt your backups using symmetric algorithms only?





Conclusion

The utility of quantum computers in code-breaking and other number
theoretical problems is WAY over hyped

Proper data classification and governance is a good idea either way
Crypto agility is also a “low-regret move”
Familiarize yourself with the new quantum resilient algorithms because
learning is fun
Don’t panic
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Ask me anything

Sander Dorigo
sander.dorigo@fox-it.com

https://f0x.nl/seccon22

sander.dorigo@fox-it.com
https://f0x.nl/seccon22

